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F I R S T  P R I Z E

A L L  W O R D S  H AV E  A  H I S T O R Y  b y  C Y N T H I A  T R O U P

C icatrix, you say, yes—that fits. Your smile, 
I know, is triumphant. You solved it. Our 

phonecall ends abruptly, with the eight-letter 
word for scar. 

This copy belongs to you. I borrowed it some 
thirty-five years ago, to write an art history  
essay. Really, it’s always been yours—or rather, 
it’s always carried an image of the mother. 

The image, the carrying, the conditions 
that hold life together are so fragile. See 474. 
Certainty: the page and the term itself are torn 
in half, and frayed. Lifted by a breath, the halves 
are two tattered flags. For a long time this has 
struck me. For longer, I’ve tried to imagine how 
you left school as soon as you could, to dance.

This copy of this book gave you what you do 
now, gave me what I do now. This copy is un-
saleable, worthless to others, but I couldn’t prize 
it more.

i

The deadline for your essay looms—especially 
in the kitchen. Having served our meal, you 
run washing-up water into the sink. You don’t 
eat with us on such nights. Your nourishment 
will come later, paragraph by paragraph. We sit 

on high stools at the Laminex bench, know 
not to talk, gulp our milk, or swing our legs. 
When three spoons have scraped the sides of 
three bowls we need no reminding to ask to be 
excused. 

How much later, at last, could you leave the 
kitchen for the room across the hall, the sombre, 
square room we called the parlour?

My cheeks and hands are coppery-pink. In 
my pyjamas I’m kneeling close to the gas fire—
you haven’t noticed how close—making a new 
pompom. You gave me scraps of knitting wool 
in motley colours. I need to work the wool more 
carefully, without pulling too tight. 

The flames purr. At the table behind me your 
hand is sliding across a foolscap page, as writing 
comes, into the light.

Gusts of cold air meet the sash of the parlour 
window. The drapes stir, while branches from 
the narrow garden claw shadows close. In your 
place at the parlour table, you’re the north 
arrow on the compass rose. Bright folders and 
loose leaves of paper mark the other cardinal 
directions; at the centre, your glasses case, its 
kiss lock closed. 

You’re present to a swirl of ideas, to finding 
the words, the right, good, best words that 
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smooth into the looping script of your essay, 
under headings tethered with a ruled line. The 
book’s cover is black and crimson, but like a 
book of prayers or scripture, you leave it open.

The latest numbered list is your cue to self. 
Makes it possible to forget your children, 
the stubborn claims of the body, weeknights’ 
unease—makes it possible to think. Then you 
can begin to begin: answering the question, 
wording, with diligence, precision, relief. The 
book is your Penguin paperback copy of Roget’s 
Thesaurus, Abridged Edition.

Years later, you teach me how to use it. You 
say, start at page 365, the index. In the first  
column, the first word I recognise is abandon.

i i

No cover remaining. Publisher: Penguin 
Books Ltd, Harmondsworth. Date: after 
1963. Pages: extant up to 572. Condition: 
very poor. Originally perfect bound, but spine 
lost. Remnant title-page stiffened with coarse 
masking tape like strips for a plaster cast. Pages: 
soiled, scuffed, stained, spotted; myriad loose 
and missing. A working copy only.

A working copy so shelfworn it can no longer 
stand. Wrapped in a square of old sarong, it lies 
topmost on a pile of tall dictionaries that are 
also unsaleable. I still keep these within reach.

Pages: faintly sweet-smelling. As fine and 
soft as summer sand—over the course of your 
studies you plunged from any one of them to 
be carried and float in the sea of Roget’s com-
pendium, dense with its echo-caves and mineral 
tastes. Searching the beaches, I find one trace 

of you. In the SYNOPSIS OF CATEGORIES, 
at CLASS 6, 4. MORAL, there’s a pen dash be-
tween PRACTICE and the bracket that follows, 
which groups together Asceticism, Fasting, 
Sobriety, Purity, and their opposites, Gluttony, 
Drunkenness, Impurity. 

A floorboard creaks in the hallway. In this 
scene of seeming contentment, where are my 
two sisters? Where’s our father? 

He’s travelling, or, more typically, late home. 
He may or may not pitch through the front 
door red-eyed from fatigue and red wine. He 
may or may not be irascible: your word. In this 
Thesaurus it’s found on a left-facing page, above 
like a bear with a sore head—your regular 
reprimand—and opposite 902.  Endearment, 
and 903. Marriage. 

He’s heard entering, always through the front 
door: the compass rose contracts, then vanishes. 
His homecoming can herald a battle of mostly 
ordinary words—pleas and accusations—from 
which there’ll be no victory. A  new pompom 
seems a silly thing. I hasten to bed, then try to 
guess the direction of traffic passing on the road. 
Or recite to myself in whispers. 

Later, the house is full of moonlight. Your 
glasses are folded on 470.  Possibility—V. be 
-possible &c adj.; stand a chance, have a leg to 
stand on; admit of.

Perhaps the memory is singular: just one 
winter’s evening. Yet when this copy of Roget’s 
Thesaurus is close at hand, so is the intimate 
scene of each of us, my mother and me, sep-
arate, unwounded in her straining stillness 
of creativity. 
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Usually, there’s homework to do. Whether 
or not a deadline for your essay looms—we’re  
allowed to watch television only briefly, soon  
after school, in the front room that faces the 
street. Both sisters are there, sucking their 
thumbs. We sprawl together on the floor, pre-
tending it’s easy to share one corduroy beanbag. 
For half an hour, every sliver of our attention 
is swallowed by the beaming rectangle while it 
broadcasts Wait Till Your Father Gets Home. 

It’s an adult sitcom served as a lolly-coloured 
cartoon. The father is pragmatic. He and his 
loyal wife are challenged by their three very 
different children. Intergenerational conflict: 
set-up, confrontation, each return to family 
unity confirmed by a final quip. The drama hov-
ers against plain, white backgrounds. Bickering, 
betrayal, and misjudgement cause no lasting 
harm to the comic-strip bodies. Our blinking 
slows to mirror theirs. This isn’t contentment, 
but a shared calm of sorts. 

For the opening titles, a blue car rides rainbow 
clouds made of the words wait till your father 
gets, wait until your father gets... . But the threat 
is undermined by the song’s jaunty rhythm; 
bursts of high brass mimic laughter. The word 
home swells and bounces into a house-shape. I 
hardly understand the show, yet its name and 
refrain are comforting, true and not true for the 
three of us. Watching together feels like an act 
of disobedience in broad daylight, before our 
father’s blue Mazda reappears.

Did you ever see that cartoon?
The word television transmits suspicion 

enough. We never say ‘TV’ or ‘telly’. In the 
tacit dictionary of relations between our fam-
ily and things of the world beyond, television 
connects with Kellogg’s Coco Pops and sliced 
white bread. Colouring-in books, Barbie 
dolls, any story by Enid Blyton, jeans worn at 
Sunday Mass, unhemmed cuffs, and camping 
holidays: denoting mediocrity, at best they’re 
ill-advised. 

Your abridged Thesaurus excludes the noun 
television. It might have surprised us all to find 
it assigned to intellect, the fourth of Roget’s six 
overarching classes of terms. See now 532. News. 
Anyway, exertions with books can bring us back 
from the wrong side of suspicion—at least that’s 
what I infer from age six or thereabouts. 

Turn the page, for 535. Affirmation, 
which flows over to 536. Negation, and 537.   
Teaching—N. teaching &c v.; instruction;  
edification; education. At the third line for this 
entry, discipline is grouped with qualification, 
reminding me again of the parlour’s magical 
hush when you took yourself, word by word, 
into the next essay.

iv

Repeatedly you tell us: when he saw you read-
ing, your father reprimanded you, sent you off 
to help your mother. So reading, in you, is ever 
an act of rebellion. Reading and writing, in you, 
are like dancing. Maybe this is why you wear out 
the Thesaurus, like the princesses in the Grimms’ 
tale whose night-time dancing leaves their shoes 
mysteriously ragged, their appetites strangely 
sated.
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In contrast to your father’s reprimands, our 
father brings home remaindered reference  
books and catalogues. He places them under  
the Christmas tree for the whole family. 
The  Drawings by Sandro Botticelli for Dante’s 
Divine Comedy after the Originals in the Berlin 
Museums and the Vatican (New York: Harper 
& Row, 1976) is as large as a breakfast tray. 
Before the Botticelli, Roman Africa in Colour 
(London: Thames & Hudson, 1973), which, 
years later, I also borrowed from you. Pages: 160, 
with 59 hand-mounted colour plates printed in 
Germany. Condition: very good. Hardcover, 
royal blue cloth. Edges worn. 

Pages: slightly sunned. Luxurious, mossy. An 
invitation. To let the body rest while eyes roam 
into the gorgeous photographs, stroll on a slop-
ing path or young grass, past unfading Roman 
ruins into the Mediterranean, or vast, spring 
skies of the same hue. 

A few times your university studies take us to 
the city on a weekend, to Save the Whale, Stop 
Uranium Mining, see the Big Screen Experience 
of the film from the picture book Storm Boy. I 
can’t help sobbing aloud in the cinema. 

There are few words between Storm Boy and 
his father, Hideaway Tom, who left his wife: 
it’s a quiet film. Storm Boy lives ‘between the 
Coorong and the sea’, without a mother, and 
without knowing how to read. One day, while 
pelicans play nearby, his friend Fingerbone Bill 
offers him a broken book that washed up on the 
coastal dunes where they live.

These trips are lessons in self-expression. 
You’re learning to heed where you last left your 
dancing shoes. Our father would say (from his 

classroom Horace) that books help us live. All 
along, though, you’re imparting the difficult joy 
of discovering how books might do that, bestow 
essential experiences, direct imagination, allow 
us to become—

At the moment, reading is among your chief 
pleasures. Reading tethers and delivers your 
solitary evenings. New or stained, bought or 
swapped at the street library, the last book you 
picked up lifts you to its arms as dark descends. 
The curtains stay open—you’re away, so light-
footed, breaking your father’s law, and there’s 
no reproof. Page 365 of your Thesaurus shows 
abandon twice, for two meanings; depart 
from, and artless. You read, and a childlike part 
of you glides to her past, where she savours the 
feeling of doing exactly as she likes, tinged with 
a sense of risk.

v

One weeknight the Mazda fails to reappear. 
Our father lands home in a taxi, from a hospital 
emergency department. His driver’s licence has 
been suspended. He is the bear with the sore 
head, groaning heavily as you lie him down. You 
switch on the lamps—you’re busy ministering, 
near speechless with fury and forbearance. 

Dry blood rims the collar of his shirt. A 
gash is stitched up in black thread, deepening 
a wrinkle above his left eye. Smelling sweat and 
Dettol and real danger, the watching daughters 
group near your bedroom door. They choke 
their questions. A draught creeps through thin 
pyjamas. At that age I can’t know I want to con-
sole him. I want you to be calm. The wanting 
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is utterly helpless, quivers from my body as the 
audience is sent away. Be careful what you need.

Such scenes and urgent facts of family 
life long remain unorganised into nouns, 
verbs, adjectives—their category undeclared. 
Asceticism, Fasting, Sobriety, Purity. Glut-
tony, Drunkenness, Impurity. For decades 
truth’s irresistible pattern is obscure to my sis-
ters and me. For decades, quite simply, we don’t 
acknowledge how words can fail what’s actually 
happening, right here, to, before, in each of us. 

Foolscap size Filerite ring binder, with leather- 
look texture. Both rings flecked with rust. Date: 
probably 1975. Pages: unnumbered, 15 in total, 
squares handmade from grey cardstock. Small 
tears at holes punched for the binder. Each 
page presents a black and white photograph 
at centre, mounted with self-adhesive corners. 
Overall condition: fair. Just legible, across a strip 
of masking tape, your writing: ‘Philosophy of 
Education. Compulsory Unit’. A unique copy, 
for assessment. I have no idea why it’s with me.

Your deadline gathers over the winter term 
holidays. Early one morning the sky looks less 
dull, so you cast us for a photo shoot to tell ‘a 
story without words’. Two cousins, both timid  
girls, are extras in The Holiday—tale of a family’s 
departure for a country break. 

The Mazda plays a cameo as the taxi, replete 
with roof rack. All but one picture is set outside, 
at a train station. We children pose with you 
at the entrance, clutching tennis racquets and 
travel rugs, while clearly told to hold hands. My 
pompom beanie looks top-heavy, and I squint. 

Harried, the father follows late with an 
armful of luggage, and misses the train, coat 

billowing as he strides the empty platform. The 
last photo, too, centres on the husband and fa-
ther. He’s alone at home, smiling and stretched 
out in an armchair, three twelve ounce cans of 
beer on the coffee table, and the television—no, 
the telly, of course—just out of frame.

We thought you had scripted a comedy, yet 
the picture-book, our mime, makes a sombre 
impression. Its pages and photos have the grainy 
quality of volcanic ash soil. The story seems sud-
denly ambiguous: which spouse, which parent, 
has abandoned the other? 

Stark, tense, secret as a dream, the album is 
subterraneously harsh with those weeknight 
pleas and accusations. A quarry for unvoiced 
meanings that must have been alive for you 
in those years. An act of disloyalty—longing, 
perhaps—in broad daylight. The urgency of 
departure; embarkation; take-off; outset, 
start; removal; exit &c 295; exodus; flight is 
displaced. How on earth was this assignment 
assessed? I read it now, like a stranger, and feet 
first, hoping you’ll forgive me.

vi

After an hour of tests the Consultant Geriatrician 
declares herself impressed by your Verbal Memory 
Measure. You gesture impatience. I’m aware of 
consolation, unexpected.

During each visit, as though for the first time, 
you ask me whether the skin graft on your leg is 
ugly. As though for the first time, I say, no, it’s 
not unsightly, and most scars fade, just gradually. 

I’d like to read you this story—but feel un-
willing to risk you not remembering. Instead, 
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I turn our attention back to the crossword, rat-
tling the newspaper with focus. Trying to settle 
us at your round table, where, on good days, 
you’re still the north arrow on the compass rose, 
and we keep the weather at bay. Waiting for  
no-one, we sit close in the warmth, loving 
words; tasting and chewing them over, with 
diligence, precision, relief. Numbered clue to 
clue, the pencil taps and sways across and down, 

down, across the puzzle’s tidy grid.
Your latest Thesaurus is an orange Penguin 

paperback (London,  2005), pocket-sized with 
rounded corners, anchored by a magnifying 
glass. But we scarcely reach for it. Together the 
storehouses of our minds and bodies hold more 
than a lifetime of synonym, antonym, and the 
quickening between.


